“Many of you know my story about growing
up in our family’s Sunoco Gas Station.
Between my Grandfather and my Dad,
the Sunoco operated for over 50 years on
the same corner. As a kid, I would listen
to the old timers tell me how great my
Grandfather was. I would hear story after
story and sometimes the same story over
and over again. As I grew up, the stories
changed to how great a guy my Dad is, and
what he did to help them when they really
needed him. “He came out on a holiday to jump start my car.” “He came out
in two feet of snow to get me going.” On and on. As a child and as a teenager,
these stories made a huge impression on me. These people didn’t have to say
anything at all, but, they wanted to tell me about how my Grandfather and
my Dad were there to help when they were needed the most. Over 40 years
ago, I knew that I wanted to live the kind of life where people would want to
talk about me in a good way.”
Here is what people are saying about The Dellutri Law Group.
“IF YOU’RE FEELING LIKE YOUR LIFE’S PUZZLE IS MISSING
A FEW PIECES, WHEREVER YOU ARE IN THE STATE OF
FLORIDA, WE ARE HERE TO HELP.”
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“WHEN YOU HIRE DELLUTRI LAW GROUP,
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We like to call this our
“Wall of Fame” book.
A long time ago, we used to keep a real “Wall of Fame” in the
office. Each person would proudly display all of their cards,
letters and tokens of appreciation that they received from our
clients. The wall filled up quickly, and employee morale was
through the roof. People were competing with one another to
provide amazing service to our clients. Every time a new card
or letter came in, that person had bragging rights until the next
one came in. It did as much for all of us at the firm as it did for
the individual because we all celebrated together.
Unfortunately, we couldn’t show these to our clients because of
client privacy. As the firm grew, and we needed that wall, the
cards and letters came down, but our celebrations continued
because more and more of the testimonials began to come
in via email. Today, many of our clients (“family members”)
provide testimonials to public websites, like Google, AVVO,
Yelp, Facebook and Justia. They willingly share their stories
with the public because they are so happy with the firm and our
team members. Some choose to remain anonymous, and that is
fine with us.
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Google Listings

A few months ago another Attorney accused me of faking
testimonials because, in his opinion, “we had way too many.” I
cannot tell you what I said in response, but I did think about his

“Mr. Dellutri has assisted me with many complicated legal matters

comments. I asked myself two questions:

throughout the past 15 years and I am in debt to him for their

1) Do people expect to be treated poorly by their Attorneys?
2) Do potential clients see too many amazing reviews of a
law firm as a bad thing?

successful resolution...he is down to earth and takes the time to
explain things...his legal acumen inspires confidence...thank you
Carmen... I will continue to recommend you to those in need of
legal assistance”

Based upon our answers to these questions, we decided to
revamp our Testimonials Page on our website. Once again, we

Leslie

turned a negative into a positive. We gladly tell everyone where

*****

the testimonials come from. In order to make it easier for you

“It wasn’t easy deciding, at my age of 60, to file a bankruptcy.

to verify the information. Also, we want you to know that there

And my experience with attorneys is that they know so little of

are still Ethical and Honorable Attorneys out there who want to

psychology, that they are so insensitive to their individual client’s

build a relationship with their clients that will last much longer

feelings - mostly fear and shame. My experience with Dellutri

than the matter that we are handling. Therefore, we added a link

Law Group - Mr. Lambert, Mr. Dellutri, Sheila and Lauren - was

to almost every one of our testimonials on our website so that

all the opposite of that. I am admittedly a difficult client, but they

anyone can verify them! We have nothing to hide.

never were mad, never cold - They are very sensitive to the shame

Carmen Dellutri

and anger that bankruptcy clients normally have and they treat
you with respect, dignity, and kindness. I feel so fortunate to have
found them and would recommend them without hesitation or
reservation.”

I.L.
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“I completely trust Carmen and the rest of the attorneys at The

“I have come to know Carmen personally and professionally. He

Dellutri Law group. Carmen cares about his clients and works

has put together a team of extremely motivated, hardworking, and

hard to provide the best representation for them. Unlike some other

honest people who work hard every day for their clients. Carmen

attorneys, Carmen puts the interests of his clients first. I would

would be the first call I would make in the event of an accident or

not hesitate to use Carmen again in the future or recommend him

personal injury.”

to anyone I know.”

J.L.

D.L.

*****
*****

“I really do not know where to start. From the very beginning

“December 2013 a young girl ran a red light, totaled my SUV and

David Fineman and the rest of the staff were super professional

put us all in the hospital. on Christmas eve we were advised she

with a high level of attention to detail. The entire Dellutri Law

was not insured. After receiving no help from my auto insurer

Group were compassionate and worked tirelessly to help me with

and being turned over to collection for these bills a friend told

my case.

us to go to Dellutri law. Mr. Dellutri greeted us and brought in

The level of care they took in and out of the court room far

another attorney Amanda. They have not charged us one cent for

transcended anything I could have ever hoped for. I have the

all their hard work. They had all my bills paid and referred me

highest regard for Mr. Dellutri and his staff. They helped me

to an Ortho Doctor for my injuries. For everyone in this office we

through perhaps the most difficult time of my life and I am

thank you for your service.”

eternally GRATEFULL!

Delores

This Law firm will work for you with the highest level of integrity.
Thank you sooooooo much Dellutri Law Group”

W.B.
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“As a local Realtor who comes in contact with many situations

“I would have never guessed I’d find myself in need of a lawyer

requiring attorney consultation and action, I was thoroughly

to file a Bankruptcy. It has been hands down, one of the hardest

impressed with the level of service, knowledge and results that I

decisions I have had to make. As the collection notices began

received from Dellutri Law Group. I will recommend them to my

piling up, the harassing calls from creditors, I had no choice. I

clients and would certainly use them again!”

began by searching Google reviews and found a ton of good

H.A.

reviews on this office. People posting these reviews of their success
with Carmen Dellutri using their full name. I couldn’t help

*****

but to be embarrassed walking into the doors of Mr. Dellutri’s

“The team working here are very knowledgeable and truly care

office. Everyone there clearly knew I have failed...I have failed

about their clients.”

to fulfill my financial obligations. The process itself is not fun

S.L.

(lots of paperwork to no fault of this team, but more-so what is
required now by the federal government), but I was treated with

*****

kindness and respect the entire time. His entire staff knows the

“Fantastic law firm to work with. Aggressive and attentive to

process inside and out, and is willing to help in any way they can.

resolving my case.”

They made certain numerous times after I had filed that I was
no longer receiving harassing phone calls. If you find yourself in

P.H.

this situation, and you need a lawyers, Dellutri Law Group comes

*****

highly recommended by many clients, myself included. I am very

“Our experience with The Dellutri Group was nothing short of
excellent. We were treated with respect and always felt like they

grateful for their constant communication and follow up during
such a stressful time. Mr. Dellutri himself sat through my 341

had our best interests at heart. We were immediately put at ease

meeting with me, and even spoke with me for quite some time

and they answered all of our questions with professionalism. We

after the meeting to answer any further questions or concerns...

were impressed with their track record, their experience showed

not once checking his watch or phone. Thank you for all you have

greatly.”

done for me and my family.”

S.S.

W.H.
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“I want to thank you and everyone at Dellutri Law for all the

“This law firm is trustworthy and extremely professional. Mr.

support, answers to my questions, and helping me through this

Joseph LoTempio represents them extremely well and is a great

very difficult and often times emotional journey. When I started

communicator who inspires trust in his business.”

this I doubted that I could get through it, but with all your help, I
did and am now ready to learn from it and move forward, slowly

C.W.
*****

re-building my credit.”

J.F.

“Dellutri Law Firm is simply the best. The lawyers and staff all have
a level of integrity and professionalism I have never experienced

*****

before. They will make you feel positive about a less than desirable

“Writing a review is not something that I usually do. But, regarding

time in your life. When my husband was laid off, we lost our

the Dellutri Law Group - especially Carmen - I felt a need. I have

home, were buried in debt and to add insult to injury the first

used this group twice now and If you can understand “they are old

lawyer we went to made us feel like low lives. It was just awful.

school!” You get to speak with the person who you have retained.

But after hearing Mr. Dellutri on a local radio channel I gathered

I cannot tell you how relaxed I felt when I would get an update

up the nerve to call in and ask him a few things. Especially the

or fact info call from Carmen himself. I felt fully protected and

things the previous lawyer told us. He simply said, “Give me a

informed throughout the procedure. At a time when we all need

chance. I know I can help.” And he did. I can’t say enough about

comfort and understanding this firm is where to go. I fully trusted

this firm. They were there for us in the beginning and have been

Carmen and his group without any doubt. The results I received

ever since. They won’t forget you. They will answer your calls and

were exactly as predicted and I am very thankful to have found

emails. I promise you - this firm is the best.”

these people. I hope you share a similar experience!”

B.R.

M.B.
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“Dave Lampley with Dellutri Law is phenomenal. I personally
have not used his service, however I have sent several of my client
to his firm for his help and they always have great things to say
about him and his firm. I have also worked directly with some
of his client and they sing his praises. He always takes the extra
time to help put his clients at ease through this confusing and
complicated time for their lives and goes above and beyond to help

“Mr. Dellutri,
First, I want to say from the bottom of our hearts how grateful we
are you took the time out of your busy schedule to meet with my
husband, Thomas today. Thomas mentioned how kind you were
with a willing and caring spirit in guiding us in the right direction
with the property taxes and code enforcement.

them through their questions and concerns long after the work is

Second, I am truly sorry I didn’t get a chance to see you today. It

done. I will most certainly continue to send my clients to him as I

has always been a pleasure.

know he will continue to do a stellar job with them. It is great to
know an attorney that takes care of my clients so well so that I feel
confident in referring them to him.”

Third, Alaina was very kind and helpful scheduling the
appointment on yesterday. Sue Campbell has always been very
helpful in the past. What a great office staff!

A.N.

Lastly, we were pleased with your service in the past and will

*****

definitely contact you for any service we may need in the future,
and also, refer family and friends.

“Strength, knowledge and compassion!!!!!”

Again, Thank you!!”

S.S.

T. & K. W.

*****
“Great people. Made the process easy and painless!!”

J.C.
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“Thank you to Ms. Ronnie. If last year hadn’t been such an awful

I really needed what he provided and that was a step by step review

year for my family, I wouldn’t know how good the LORD has

of my options facing foreclosure, making me laugh and smile when

been to me by crossing my path with the Dellutri Law Group.

I felt like crying as I had been for days wondering when I’d have to

Every single person that I have had personal contact with there

leave my home...my pride and our life, it was amazing how well

has treated me like family...with sincere care, understanding and

Carmen made all of that worry and all those sleepless nights and

respect. God bless you all.”

tears disappear with kindness, professionalism, and the step by
step process. I felt like myself and my children were important to

P.W.

Carmen, he made sure of it and it makes all the difference in the

*****

world when you’re a parent facing foreclosure without guidance.

“When I scheduled my free consultation with the Dellutri law

I really think if I was with any other firm or felt any less important

group, I was scared, worried, and hopeless as a single mother

I would’ve given up, so a huge thank you to the staff at Dellutri

facing a foreclosure due to health issues and normal set backs but

and to Carmen for making me and my little family feel like we had

I thought I’d at the least, be able to say “I tried”.

a chance to fight back and did. Since working with the Dellutri

The Dellutri group doesn’t make you feel anything but welcomed

Group I have not only been able to sleep at night and been able to

from the front desk, to the paralegals and attorney’s which was so

focus more positive things like my future, my home, my children,

great because I was fragile mentally and afraid I had no one to

and you cannot ask for more than that in a situation like facing a

help me. From day one the staff was kind, patient, and offered you

foreclosure due to no fault of your own.

water or coffee which was great because I felt at home or should I

Dellutri Group reminds you you’re not alone and you’re not just

say very welcomed . Aside from the greetings and the hospitality I

money walking in the door, you’re what they want to help. I would

received from beginning, Carmen Dellutri walked in with a smile,

have to describe them, and actually have referred friends and

was very polite towards me and my son and made us feel like

family to the best group I have come in contact with. And yes, I

everything was going to be ok.

had gone for consults but no one made me feel like me and my
children’s home, our foundation, our most valuable asset mattered

14
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like this group did. They didn’t bring up money before you even

“Making the decision for bankruptcy is never an easy one, but

walk in like so many other groups have, they listened and helped

knowing it was my only option to relieve me from my financial

and went far and beyond to make sure I knew it wasn’t just about

burden that would only haunt me for years to come, I decided to

money for them. They really care about their clients.”

contact The Dellutri Law Group. Once I made the initial call, I

Anonymous

greeted with friendly smiles. I met with one of the attorney’s, he

was scheduled for a consult. From the moment I walked in, I was

*****

made his recommendation and I moved forward with it. Although

“Mr. Lampley was very professional and provided me the wonderful

during this process, was I made to feel any less of a person than

allot of homework to do, in the end it was worth it. Never once

news that I did not need his services. I would recommend this

what I was already feeling inside. There was no pressure or

Law Firm as they could have taken advantage that I was an out

obligation. My interactions with his staff was comforting and

of state client and didn’t. My consultation was 100% no charge.

they always answered my questions in a timely manner. Carmen

Thank you, Mr. Lampley!”

himself was at the hearing. I was a little nervous because I hadn’t
met him prior to the hearing, his demeanor was nothing but

M.W.

professional and his re-assurance of how easy the process would
be, made my stress go away. He definitely stands by his clients.
In fact, one of his clients came out of the hearing in tears, and
that made Carmen visibly upset. Its already embarrassing enough
being in the situation, the least the trustee can do is show a little
consideration. I’m sure Carmen addressed that afterwards!!!!
I HIGHLY recommend The Dellutri Law Group for ALL of your
legal needs. Thanks to all of his staff, but especially to Ashley,
Sheila, Lauren, Ronnie, David, the front desk girls and lastly
Carmen.”

S.D.
16
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“We were facing losing our home to foreclosure. The Dellutri Law
Group immediately put us at ease explaining the whole procedure
of what needed to be done. They negotiated a loan modification

“Thank you and your team, for protecting me in difficult times.”

B.M.
*****

we could live with. The whole experience with our attorneys from
this group was nothing short of excellent. They were warm, kind,
never insulting or rude. They took our fears and turned them into
something else entirely. The staff was also exceptional.”

“I have been referring to Dellutri Law Group some of my clients
with legal situations. The services provided by D.L.G are simply
outstanding, I’ll continue doing so.”

Anonymous

G.Q

*****

*****

“We received the check yesterday! We wanted to thank you for
everything you did on this case. I know it was probably one of

“Absolute best law firm in town! The staff is so friendly and

your more aggravating ones given the slug we were dealing with.

helpful. This firm gives lawyers and GOOD name!”

So we appreciate your efforts and tenacity in getting her found
and in “court”. We also know and appreciate your professionalism

L.C.
*****

and knowledge. We don’t think even the mediator thought we’d
get that good of a settlement out of them and I think that’s a credit
to you.”

“Declaring bankruptcy is an embarrassing and humbling
experience; sharing your personal information with a stranger

J.& B.D.

makes you feel very vulnerable. I was so pleasantly surprised

*****

to find you and everyone on your staff very professional and

“My biggest fear before meeting with the Dellutri Law Group

knowledgeable. My e-mails and phone calls were returned in a

was what would happen with all my medical bills. But the staff

timely manner. I sensed that my best interest was the goal. Thank

answered all of my questions and were very responsive and

you and your staff for making this experience stress free.”

informative.”

B.

N.W.
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My experience regarding the Dellutri Law Group is one of true

Mr. Lampley who was very knowledgeable and I found to be very

professionalism. This venture started a few years back when I

sensitive to the emotions running thru me. Carmen also join the

went in for a consultation with Carmen to discuss my personal

meeting making it a even more pleasant experience. The decision

options going forward. Naturally, I was embarrassed finding

was made to move forward with the filing.

myself in the predicative state I had found myself in and it wasn’t
easy discussing it with anyone for sure. Carmen, within the first
few minutes of our discussion had put me to ease and we talked
for approximately an hour, which during that time he heard
everything I had to say and then gave his options as to the different
directions I could take going forward. I came to the realization
that I was going to have to file for bankruptcy even at this older

Now I have to say everything was completed in order and Sheila
kept me on track gathering and submitting the paperwork
and taking the required classes. Lauren took over after all was
submitted and again, very professional. Once she had everything
and all the i’s were dotted and the T’s crossed, the bankruptcy was
filed. Carmen met me at the courthouse, which went very smooth.

age of 62. Dellutri Law Group has a bankruptcy procedure which

Robin has now taken over to follow the rest of the process, which

leaves nothing to the imagination. Yes, there is a lot of paperwork

in honesty, I don’t even notice it’s going on.

involved, but all of it is in a format and professionally delivered
to the customer.
So, after submitting all the paperwork filled out back to Dellutri,

Can’t thank all these people in the firm enough.

R.C.

I decided maybe I didn’t have to file for bankruptcy after all, so I
stopped going forward and thanked Carmen for all his help and
assistance in guiding me.
Ok, I know this is long, but I thought the story had to be told
to understand it correctly….. we are now 4 years later and
unfortunately I did have to file for bankruptcy. I made another
consultation appointment with Dellutri Law Group. I was met by
20
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AVVO page
“My husband and I used the Dellutri law group for some legal
matters and were very pleased with our results. The law group
as a whole handled our case swiftly and professionally. They put
great care into every detail and made sure we had a satisfiable
outcome. We felt they gave us the compassion and respect that we
may not have experienced had we used another law group. We
are incredibly pleased with Dellutri law group and our dealings
specifically with Carmen Dellutri. I would highly recommend this
company to anyone in need of legal assistance.”

H.C.
*****
“Nice customer service and support.”

C.L.
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“Was recommended to Dellutri by another firm and I was not let

“They really have a great way to put you at ease. Carmen and his

down. From the consultation to post filing my case, the entire staff

team were very responsive and professional from start to finish.”

have been diligent in getting me where I need to be or answering
my questions. Carmen Dellutri is a delight to be around,

W.C.
*****

EXTREMELY knowledgeable and makes one comfortable in a
stressful situation. If I, or anyone I know ever needs a bankruptcy
lawyer, Dellutri will always be the #1 choice. Thanks to all.”

M.C.

“My biggest fear before coming into the office was that I would
have no legal recourse in my case. Carmen Dellutri was very
informative and helped me explore all of my options. My favorite

*****

part of the consultation was that Mr. Dellutri was so friendly and

“Their entire staff is informative to the tee! Very professional yet

of me. I felt at ease...not an easy thing for an attorney to do when

very friendly. I will recommend to other’s.”

fair. I felt that he was going to help me, rather than take advantage
one is facing a lawsuit. If I were to recommend Dellutri Law
Group to my best friend, I would say, ‘That Carmen is really a

T.I.

down to earth guy who will be straightforward and helpful.’”

*****
“We would like to thank the Dellutri Law Group for the confident,

Anonymous

personal, professional and prompt care that was extended to My

*****

Family. We had a challenging and complex case that Mr. Dellutri

“Mr. Dellutri is a credit to his profession! He saw my wife Christine

agreed to assist us in meeting our desired results. Mr. Dellutri
and His Team were compassionate, encouraging, and extremely
knowledgeable which assisted us to a successful outcome. We
would highly recommend this Firm for your legal needs. Thanks
Again.”

on it, and was patient, professional and answered her questions.
Said if she needed him to further help after trying it on her own
to just give a call.”

T.D.

C.C.
24
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“Mr. Dellutri actually listened to what I had to say, and he helped

at the problem from all angles. It was time well spent. It turns out

me out with my financial situation.”

our situation was a bit unique, but that didn’t stop his team from
putting in the time to figure out our issues and put together a plan

Carolyn

of action.

*****

We were viciously and wrongfully attacked by a person who

“Thank you. The staff at Dellutri Law group is always great to us!

obtained bad legal advice, but, with Carmen on our side, we were

Have a wonderful day and safe holiday weekend!”

prepared for it, and we had a plan to retaliate. It was actually
kind of funny because he warned them not to pursue their plan

E.M.

of attack or we would retaliate in a way that they wouldn’t like.
It was like Carmen had read their playbook, and it was a comic

*****
My Husband and I were in a spot, and we decided to meet with
Carmen Dellutri at the Dellutri Law Group. We were under attack
by a very aggressive person, and as a young family, we didn’t have
the resources that we thought we needed to fight back. We did

book. Even better, he gave them a chance to walk away, but they
didn’t listen. Carmen then told their attorney that we would fight
them in both State and Federal Court. Again, they didn’t listen.
So, we did.

not know where to turn. My Husband had met Mr. Dellutri at

We not only fought back, we sued the bad guy. We literally

a marketing event, and he really liked him. We had heard good

crushed their silly lawsuit and won ours. It took a while for this to

things about him and the Dellutri Law Group from others, but, we

happen, and Carmen and everyone at the firm were very positive

were skeptical because we thought we had “a unique situation”.

and supportive. Most attorneys won’t give you a straight answer

After meeting with Carmen, it was obvious that he wasn’t your
typical attorney who talked more than he listened. He listened
and asked very pointed questions. He got right to the core of our
situation. He took the time to listen and understood, and he asked
about our family. He helped us make a tough decision by looking
26
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Yelp page

The entire staff at the Dellutri Law Group deserves 5 STARS.
Carmen has put together an Amazing Team of Attorneys,
Paralegals, Assistants and Administrative personnel. You will be

“I had an amazing experience with the Dellutri law firm. They

treated like family. You will feel welcomed. You calls and emails

answered all of my questions in a timely manner and they were

will be returned promptly. If you think you are alone and have no

with me every step of the way through my situation. I would

where to turn for help, think again. If you reach out to the Dellutri

highly recommend them to anyone looking for a lawyer.”

Law Group, you won’t be disappointed. I will turn to Carmen
and his team with all of my legal questions, knowing that they

J.
*****

will never lead me down the wrong path and will always be by
my side.

“My husband and I were referred to Carmen Dellutri of Dellutri

A.K.

Law Group after working with other attorneys who did not help
us with our personal situation.
We met with Carmen personally; he was kind understanding and
totally helpful with all our concerns. No matter what we needed;
Carmen was right there for us. The staff, attorney’s of the Law
Group along with Carmen have been the most amazing group we
have ever worked with. Without a doubt, they saved our home for
us and worked by our side and not for us. You will never find a
better Law Group to help you with your needs.”

B. & J. H.

28
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“I was very nervous and even embarrassed to have to file for

“Working with the Dellutri Law Group was and still is remarkable,

bankruptcy. A close friend of mine recommended The Dellutri

we have no complaints. Carmen helped us feel at ease with the

Law Group. From the moment I walked in the door, I felt

tough decisions we had to make regarding our overwhelming

comfortable. The entire staff was very welcoming and friendly. I
spoke directly with Carmen initially, and he was exceptional. He
is extremely knowledgeable, kind, and genuine. He was reassuring
and eliminated any fears and embarrassing feelings that I had.
I would absolutely recommend this law group to anyone who is
seeking help!! Thank you to everyone at Dellutri Law Group!!!”

debt. Even now that our case is complete, it is nice to be able to
shoot an e-mail to Carmen and he personally answers it in a very
timely manner. It is also nice when we see him in public and he
treats you like an old friend not just a client. Thank you for all you
do for us and your community, you are much appreciated.”

P.H.

A.T.
*****
“Very helpful and pleasant staff, very attentive to details.”

N.G.
*****
“During a very difficult time in my life, I sought the assistance of
the Dellutri Law Group. In my initial consultation, Mr. Dellutri
patiently answered questions about the bankruptcy process
and put my mind at ease. He guided me through this to a very
successful and positive resolution. He knew the law and was
persistent. Throughout the entire time, I was in very good hands
and would recommend the firm highly to anyone struggling with
a legal issue. Mr. Dellutri’s seasoned experience and professional
judgement are huge assets to his clients.”

Anonymous
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email submission
“You exceeded all my hopes in our bankruptcy case. You brought
it to a fast and timely conclusion.”

M.D.
*****
“Everything was very professional. I am glad that I found a firm
that had my back from the start of the process to the end. David
Lampley was great as was Ronnie and the rest of the staff. I do not
want to through this again but if I did I know who to call. I have
recommended your firm to a friend ......That’s how pleased I was.”

R.K.
*****
“Being we live on such a tight income and it took us a long while
to get you paid you never gave up on us and never made us feel
bad about how long it was taking. You made the process very easy
for something that was very stressful for both my myself and my
husband, and for that I am very appreciative.”

T.T.
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“Wow! I had questions regarding a very challenging situation,

“After serving as a Law Enforcement Officer for 27 years in

and needed an expert lawyer, in this field, to give me the answers.

the Great State of Florida, I’m now retired. During this time I

Carmen turned out to be that greatlawyer and is exactly what

had the opportunity to work with numerous attorneys and law

I needed. In just a brief series of communication, he gave me

firms. I recently had to hire a law firm for one of my daughters.

suggestions and insight to various potential outcomes,that can

I chose Dellutri Law Group and I’m truly thankful that I did.

solve my problem, and saved me hundreds of thousands of dollars.

Dellutri Law Group has the best attorneys and staff that I have

He knows his area of law. Thank you, Carmen.”

experienced. They are very knowledgeable and professional. They
consistently keep you up dated and always take your calls or call

T.T.

you right back. My daughter’s case went well with no problems.

*****

Great Law Group!”

“It can leave you feeling vulnerable and embarrassed to choose
to file for bankruptcy. However, the team at Dellutri kept all of

R.H.
*****

that from creeping in, by working with me, as much as for me. I
wouldn’t hesitate to call them if I ever need help again.”

“I have recommended and will continue to recommend Dellutri

T.P.

Law Group letting my family, friends, and clients know that they
will have someone who is on their side and have their best interest

*****

at heart. To the Dellutri Law Group I thank you for everything

“The most honest personable law firm I have worked with. 100%

you did for me. Keep up the good work.”

recommended.”

Anonymous

M.B.S.
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“I wanted to take a moment to thank Amanda for her guidance

“I had a great experience with the Dellutri Law Group, I felt like

and representation during what has become a very difficult

dealing with a family member that really care and understand.

chapter in my life. I truly felt that she not only represented me in

They really guided me through and sparred me the embarrassment.

the utmost professional way, never missing a beat with returned

They worked so fast, led me through and helped me get me life

phone calls or messages and jumping through all of the hoops

back again. If you are looking for a great, knowledgeable and

that this case threw at her in spectacular fashion, but she did so

experienced firm that handle bankruptcy then The Dellutri Firm

with kindness and most of all, integrity. So much integrity, as a

is the right one for you. Thank you very much Dellutri Firm for

matter of fact, that she was instrumental in my decision to pursue

all you great assistance. I’m truly grateful.”

my law degree. I had put it off for so many years, but Amanda
demonstrated to me that despite the flaws in the legal system itself,

M.I.

that there are still decent, upstanding people who do everything

*****

that they can within legal guidelines to help their clients. It was

“My biggest fear was getting my hopes up of possibly getting a

inspiring. This accident has turned my life upside down, but

settlement from BP and not getting one. My Wife and I made the

Amanda always found a way to make me feel better...not an easy

claim and put it out of our minds, never counting on a positive

feat. Just ask her! So, thank you, Amanda, for doing what you do.

outcome. The way Dave Lamprey and his associates made the

You are an asset in every sense of the word to this profession and

claim process easy. The fee was very reasonable. My Wife was very

to the people that you serve.”

prepared with financial info though.

D.K.

Do consult and use the Dellutri Law Group. All Attorneys and
staff there really care about the Clients and they really mean well.”

Anonymous
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“We needed to say thanks to “ALL” the staff at Dellutri Law

“I have recommended and will continue to recommend Dellutri

Group. Through every stage of our case, the staff explained and

Law Group letting my family, friends, and clients know that they

answered all our questions. --And they did this right away. Every

will have someone who is on their side and have their best interest

call was answered or returned within minutes. Every E-mail

at heart. To the Dellutri Law Group I thank you for everything

was answered even if the staff member wasn’t at work, another

you did for me. Keep up the good work.”

member monitored her E-mails and supplied the information
we needed. Truly, there wasn’t anything else they could do! ---

Anonymous
*****

Definitely 5 Stars!”

“I was referred to Dellutri Law Group from a friend. The second

W. & A.C.

I walked in I felt like I was at home. Very humble and kind

*****

employees in the front office to a calm 30 minute consultation.

“The Dellutri Law Group has been great helping my family through

I never felt rushed like I was wasting anyone’s time. The Dellutri

this time in our lives. Everyone was always helpful whenever I

Law Group made me feel very welcome and at ease. I never felt

called or visited. The receptionists were very polite and the office is

rushed and felt like the attorney and entire group really cared

very welcoming and comfortable. Carmen really took the time to

about myself and my issue.”

explain to me what was going on in terms I could understand and
what his firm was going to do to fix it. They did everything they

Anonymous
*****

said they were going to do and more, which is huge in my book.
I was nervous going into this situation but I can’t express enough
how happy I am with the results. A huge thank you to everyone at
the Dellutri Law Group!!”

Dellutri Law Group

about facts of my case. Great law firm. Janice Kelly is outstanding.”

M.O.

B.R.
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“I have your office this rating (10 out of 10) because as a client

“I think my biggest fear was not being able to afford an attorney,

I would never expect greater service and care than all of you

but instead attorney David Fineman counseled me on how I

provide. Super professional in everything you do.

needed to handle my situation and didn’t charge me a thing which

Carmen, Janice, and Amanda are outstanding. I give a very special
thanks to Janice who is incredibly caring and helpful. Carmen is
never too busy to consult and try to help any way he can. Amanda
puts up with all the needs and gets things done.”

clearly showed me how professional and caring this lar firm really
is. Every here at this law firm is just as nice as they can be and are
very eager to assist you with your needs.
Attorney Fineman was very straight forward with me and told me
what to expect dealing with my situation. If I were to recommend

J.R.

the Dellutri Law Group to my best friend I would say, ‘Go to the

*****

Dellutri Law Group- no questions asked. I’ve used them twice

“Since I had never been in a situation like the one I was in, I really

now and my experience has always been great.”

didn’t know what to expect. When I finally went into the office

Anonymous

(because I live in another state) Mr. Fineman put my mind at ease

*****

with how professional he was. He was extremely prepared.
You can trust that the team at Dellutri Law Group will work
in a relentless way to help you achieve the desired outcome in
your legal matters. They take great pride in the work they do and
operate with tremendous integrity and passion.’

“The process went very smoothly. I felt every aspect was under
control and customer friendly. I would recommend Dellutri Law
Group to anyone who needed an accident attorney. In fact, I have
already done so, to a lady I met at rehab. Janice Kelly did an
outstanding job and is an asset to the law firm. She answered all
my questions in a professional and timely manner.”

Anonymous

J.M.
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“We can’t thank you and your staff enough. We have always been

“We would like to Thank The Dellutri Law Group for the confident,

very impressed with you (Joseph LoTempio) and your firm and

personal, professional and prompt care that was extended to My

feel like we really have someone on our side.”

Family. We had a challenging and complex case that Mr. Dellutri

H.P.

agreed to assist us in meeting our desired results. Mr. Dellutri
and His Team were compassionate, encouraging, and extremely

*****

knowledgeable which assisted us to a successful outcome. We

“Totally recommend Carmen and the Team. Customer service

would highly recommend this Firm for your legal needs. Thanks

will exceed any of your expectations. Integrity, accountability, &

Again.”

results.”

C.C.

M.B.

*****

*****
“The consultation was most helpful, and I really appreciate it.
I will certainly recommend your firm to others that might need
your services. David was very knowledgeable and answered all of
my questions.”

“The only law firm I will use and recommend! Honest, loyal,
caring and attentive, David Fineman and Kathy Michie went
above and beyond for me, and I will forever be grateful.”

A.M.D.

B.S.

*****
*****

“Have recommended Mr. Dellutri to many people and will

“Mr. Dellutri was so friendly and fair. I felt that he was going to
help me, rather than take advantage of me. He took to the time to
meet with me twice for consultation so that I clearly knew all of

continue to do so. Very honest and helpful.”

B.B.

my options. I felt at ease...not an easy thing for an attorney to do
when one is facing a lawsuit.”

D.S.S.
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“I want to start out by saying thank you to Carmen and his entire

Carmen and the Dellutri Law Group, I am now moving on with

team at the Dellutri Law Group for giving me the opportunity

my life and providing for my family, and as a father and husband,

to provided and take care of my family, it means the world to

that is one of the most important things I have been entrusted to

a husband and a father who has struggled to do so for the past

do.

5 years! Since graduating school with my doctorate and over
$200,000 in debt, I had to take a job working for another doctor
since I could not get a loan from the bank to open my own practice.
Long story short, 5 years of being in bad contracts that I should
have had someone look over landed me and my family deeper
in debt with no hope. My pride had kept me from admitting the
truth, we needed to file bankruptcy and we needed a change fast
or we were never going to break the cycle of the last 5 years. I met

God has put many people in my life and I am thankful for Carmen
and his team. If you have a case that needs legal action and they
can take your case, let them walk you through the process. I
can tell you there is not another group of attorneys as personal,
attentive and successful as the team at Dellutri Law Group. Thank
you again for all your help!”

M.K.

Carmen in a networking group of amazing professionals and we

*****

discussed my case.
His entire team made things crystal clear for us about how the
process works and what would happen at each step along the way.
They listened to our every concern and answered every question,
and we had a lot! Very professional. We were able to get the entire
bankruptcy wrapped up in a short time and we were now on a
path towards rebuilding our life.

“David Fineman handled my bankruptcy starting in 2011, it went
extremely smooth and taught me a lot about me and my spending
habits. I am doing so good now I have brought my credit score
up without having a credit card. I feel like a better person for the
experience. I thank David and DLG for everything.”

B.S.

We had some complications arise with a prior employment
contract and I will say, Carmen and his team handled it in the
most professional and effective manner I have seen. Thanks to
44
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“I came in with an issue about an unfair debt collection practice.

“David was very knowledgeable and answered all of my questions.

I was greeted by everyone, not the usual stuffy atmosphere

I didn’t have any fear about coming in and I wasn’t disappointed.

you would expect. The receptionist got me seated in a private

The consultation was most helpful, and I really appreciate it. I will

consultation room, and offered me coffee, I was taken aback at

certainly recommend your firm to others that might need your

what a nice presentation the coffee came in on. The attorney

services.”

Carmen was exceptional, he listened to my issues and was very
quick, and discerning on exactly how to proceed. He spent a good

B.S.

40 min. with me to help me work this out. They never charged me

*****

a cent! I can highly recommend this firm for any and all of your

“I would recommend this Law Firm as they could have taken

legal matters. What a Great Law Group.”

advantage that I was an out of state client and didn’t. Mr. Lampley

D.Z.

was very professional and provided me the wonderful news that
I did not need his services. My consultation was 100% no charge.

*****

Thank you Mr. Lampley!”

“Amanda and Janice,

M.W.

During this season of thankfulness, T.S. and I are so thankful

*****

to have you and Amanda helping us through these uncharted
waters. It would indeed be very scary without knowing someone

“I know my hubby is in good hands with you folks, and that

knows how to navigate all the insurance and healing process.

means the world to me. I will always be grateful to your staff for

Janice, I have really appreciated how you make me feel through

their guidance when the chips were really down in March of 2015.

your emails and phone conversations that you understand our

Thanks again to all!”

struggles.

R.T.

Have a blessed thanksgiving.”

L.S.
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“If I was giving advice to my best friend I would say, ‘“‘You can

guide us when we need it most is so important. Please do not

trust Dellutri Law Group like you can trust me. They won’t

hesitate to research information that Dellutri Law Group posts

disappoint you. They will be there for you. And most importantly

on their website or LinkedIn about debt, bankruptcies, personal

they won’t judge you or make you feel any less of a human being

injury law, etc. Investing in a professional can in the long run set

just because you are in a financial downfall. They will be there for

you up for sincere success, as it did for me. Thanks Carmen, et al

you every step of the way. They are truly the best.’”

at Dellutri Law Group!”

B.R.

R.T.
*****

*****

“Nearly 15 years ago I found the Dellutri Law Group thanks to a

“Our biggest fear was losing our home. Thanks to the Dellutri

Yellow Pages ad when seeking help for the incredible debt I had

law group that did not happen. They negotiated with our loan

accumulated moving out on my own as a 20-year-old. Having

provider to set up a loan modification we could live with. We

newly purchased my first home, I was working two jobs to make

were just so awestruck by the kindness and professionalism of the

ends meet and barely had enough to cover the high-interest

attorney. He was very assuring of what we could do.”

rate credit card payments, let alone groceries. After seeking help

D.F.

from Dellutri Law Group, I was honestly amazed that attorney

*****

Carmen Dellutri took the time to explain the bankruptcy process
the way he did (in a way that did not make me feel even more

“Carmen Dellutri made me feel comfortable with the consultation

embarrassed or ashamed about my circumstances). I filed for

and explained everything thoroughly along with just being a very

Chapter 13 and paid off my debts thanks to Carmen and the team

nice man. I recommend Carmen Dellutri because he seems to be

at Dellutri Law Group’s advice. All of these years later I am happy

very down to earth, honest and helpful along with making you

to share that my credit score is stellar and I’ve never forgotten the

feel comfortable with your situation.”

first-class service received by the Dellutri Law Group. We all make
mistakes in life and being able to seek help from professionals to
48
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“We want to thank you so much for your time and your advice

“Just want to tell you how amazing you all are for working so hard

for our situation. We really appreciate it! We always recommend

to accomplish all that you have done for us. So, on behalf of my

you so highly to any one that is in need of an attorney. Thank you

wife and I, we appreciate it.

again!”

Thank you all again,”

L.C. & G.C.

H.A.

*****

*****

“Carmen was most helpful and gracious in our first meeting.
Even though it was clear that no further consultation was needed,
Carmen responded immediately with insightful answers to a few
questions we emailed the next day. Thank you for superb service

“I love DLG, they handled a case for me a while back and Mr.
Dellutri was so kind and everyone there was so sweet and caring”.

K.M.

with no pressure or obligation.”

*****

W.S.

“From the top to the bottom your firm did a great job handling

*****

my case. Anytime I had a question it was answered in a timely

“I appreciate your help as well as all the other help I received from

matter. I felt things went very smoothly and you made something

everyone I dealt with in the Dellutri law firm. Your standards of

that is difficult much easier to handle. Jeffery did a great job at the

professionalism were very reassuring. You all made the process as

meeting and I felt very comfortable. The rest of the staff was very

easy as it could possibly be and I want everyone to know that I

kind and professional, I can tell people enjoy working there! I will

appreciated that very much. I won’t hesitate for a second to give

be sure to recommend anyone to your office.”

you folks a referral in the future.

Thanks!

Thanks again!”

R.D.

S.R.
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“Carmen and staff,

“Dear Mr. Dellutri,

Thank you for the recent process you did for me in bankruptcy.My

My husband and I want to thank you and your incredible support

appreciation to you and all who made this possible.I am grateful

team for all of your time, advice, concern, and the reassurances

I chose your firm to walk beside me in this process.

you have given us with our case. Not knowing what to expect, we

I have received my notice of discharge as of this week, via mail. I
also pass your name on here in my area to many who need quality

kept waiting for the sky to fall, but, thankfully, it never did (as you
indicated it would not).

people to do this for a better life and move forward in a positive

We were also impressed over and over again on the quick responses

way to reclaim our situations regardless of how it came. Your card

to our questions and can’t say enough about the professionalism

is on the bulletin board in our clubhouse.

your group gave us. In particular, please know that Ashley, Alaina,
and Ronnie were outstanding and dealt with each of our concerns

Again, thanks and blessings”

promptly. You are a lucky “boss” to have such a devoted team and

J.H.

they represent you well.

*****

I also enjoyed reading your articles you wrote on the web network

“Thank you for helping me when I most needed it. God bless you

and found your arguments very informative.

and all nice people who work in your office!”

My husband and I are relieved to have gone through the process

F.D.

and we are grateful for the quick and honest answers to our
questions. Thanks, again.”

A.K.
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“Mr. Dellutri:

“A note of thanks to the professional staff at your firm.

First, I want to say from the bottom of our hearts how grateful we

Everyone who has made contact with me in regards to my recent

are you took the time out of your busy schedule to meet with my

bankruptcy and the process thereof - have been wonderful and

husband today. He mentioned how kind you were with a willing

professional and willing to assist in difficult times.

and caring spirit in guiding us in the right direction with the
property taxes and code enforcement.

I wanted ya’ll to know that this experience made a difference in
my life.

Second, I am truly sorry I didn’t get a chance to see you today. It
has always been a pleasure.

Unfortunately the past 2 lawyers in recent 3 years of extreme
unusual difficult times - were not interested in my life or well-

Third, Alaina was very kind and helpful scheduling the
appointment on yesterday. Sue Campbell has always been very
helpful in the past. What a great office staff!

being.
Thank you again for the support - the entire staff and the
‘excellence’ of what the name Law Firm should and does stand for

Lastly, we were pleased with your service in the past and will
definitely contact you for any service we may need in the future,
and also, refer family and friends.

in our country today.
THANK YOU ALL AT DELLUTRI LAW FIRM!!!!!”

J.H.

Again, Thank you.”

K. W.
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“Dear Dellutri Law Group,

Thank you hardly seems enough. My heart is full and I strive to

First of all, please accept my apologies for not thanking your
firm first! We came and were treated kindly, promptly and
professionally!

pay it forward every day.
Most sincerely yours,

D.W.

This was a free consultation! The questions we had were answered
very thoroughly and we met for a full hour!
Attorney Carmen was amazing!
When and if we need representation, we hope your firm will take
us on. In the meantime, best wishes for much continued success!
Best,

C.L.
*****
Wow. I have said it before and I say it again. ..you are cut from a
different cloth. Your kindness, gentleness and caring never cease
to amaze me. I go from worried out of my mind to relaxed and
knowing we have got this!
Those of us who have you on our side are very lucky. Years ago I
found you and your firm and you have stood beside me whenever
I needed you.
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